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IPWayz Professional
Quickest and Accurate way of Preparing, Submitting Provisional Patent Application
If you are Independent Inventor or a Start-up, or a Business, and want to prepare and file a
provisional patent application with the USPTO, IPWayz Provisional helps you achieve this goal.

IPWayz Provisional is cloud based software application that allows independent
inventors, Start-ups and businesses to prepare and file their provisional applications
online and get the earliest priority date for their inventions.

Purpose of Provisional Patent Application
Benefits






Helps you to establish
“priority” right over the
invention.
Enables you to use the
term "patent pending” on
your product
You can get 12 monthstime to fully develop the
invention and in the
meanwhile, ascertain its
market potential
It is less expensive to
prepare and file the
application

A provisional patent application is an effective way to preserve your invention
rights for up to one year at the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO).
This provides you the time to decide whether to file a regular patent application or
not.

Why IPWayz Provisional?
IPWayz Provisional is low cost option for you to quickly create and submit your
patent application online and get “patent pending” status. From there on, that is,
from the filing date, you have one year to file a formal patent application such as
country application or PCT International application.






IPWayz Provisional provides you with provisional patent application
checklist and quickly prepare your application with the patent office.
You have the option to leverage requisite search strategy to conduct
patentability search or Freedom To Operate (FTO) search and ensure you
have clear path for patent protection.
You can quickly file your application online with USPTO Electronic Filing
System – EFS-Web.
You have the choice of preparing one or multiple provisional patent
applications
Receive Email alerts & reminders for potential patent filing within 12
months

Based on your choices of subscription you have the choice of leveraging the experts
to prepare your patent application and file and also receive reminder alerts and
notification so that your application is not abandoned.
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Packages & Options
IPWayz provides you not only provides self-service provisional patent application drafting and filing but also extended
capabilities. IPWayz Provisional package options include: Silver Package, Gold Package and Platinum package.

If you are interested in subscribing IPWayz Provisional or getting more information, contact our experts at
contactus@vajrasoftinc.com or via telephone at 1-925-248-2523.
Find out how you can get started with IPWayz Provisional today, at www.vajrasoftinc.com/ipwayz-provisional.shtml
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